
Woofs & Wags Pet Sitting House Sitting Agreement 

 
This pet sitting agreement is made between ________________________ and Woofs & Wags Pet 
Sitting on __________. This agreement is to ensure that the client allows their pets to be in the 
care of the pet sitter at the owner’s home.  

 
1. The homeowner grants permission to Woofs & Wags Pet Sitting to occupy the stated premises 

below & hold a copy of the key pursuant to the terms and conditions contained in this agreement. 
          
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
        

2. I allow Woofs & Wags to occupy the premise of my home for the agreed upon dates 
to take care of my household and animals.  

Initial: ____ 
3. I allow Woofs & Wags to contact my emergency contact as deemed necessary, if I 

am unreachable, should any injuries require medical attention. I agree that I am 
responsible for any medical bills acquired for my own pet. 

Initial: ____ 
4. I release Woofs & Wags from any liability should my dog injure another dog/person 

or be injured by another animal and accept medical and legal responsibility. 
 Initial: ____ 

5. While animals are ALWAYS under supervision when under Woofs & Wags care, I do understand 
that incidents happen where animals can slip out of their leashes, jump over fences, etc.. If 
something like this is to happen under Woofs & Wags care, I do not hold them liable. 

Initial: ____ 
6. I understand that prices vary among services needed. I agree to pay the amount 

agreed upon at the time service is started. 
Initial: ____ 

7. The owner is responsible for having all the necessities of the dog, i.e. food, 
leashes/collars, etc. I also agree that Woofs & Wags Pet Sitting is not responsible for 
replacing any toys or beds that may be damaged during the stay. 

Initial: ____ 
8. I release Woofs & Wags from any liability for all damages to my property that are not 

caused directly by them (fire, burglary, or etc.) & accept responsibility for the cost.  
Initial: ____ 

9. I allow my pets photos to be posted on Woofs & Wags Pet Sitting social media. 
Initial: ____ 

10. If there is ever a severe weather threat (tornado, snow, etc.) your animal may be 
transported to the sitter’s home for a short period of time in chance there may be 
road closure’s or other extreme circumstances. This is so the sitter can ensure the 
safety of all the animals under her care at one time. Other procedures can be 
discussed prior to your sitter’s stay if an alternative is desired.                 

Initial: ____ 
 

Is your dog(s) allowed to leave the property at any point with the sitter? 
___ YES ___ NO___N/A 

 
Are there any cameras present on your property?  

___ YES ___ NO 

If so, please list: ______________________________________________________________ 

 
With my signature, below I certify that I have read and understand this agreement. I agree to abide 
by the regulations and accept all terms and conditions as set out. I hereby grant permission to 
Woofs & Wags Pet Sitting to occupy my personal property and care for my pets at the stated 
address above. 

 
Signature:  ___________________________________________    Date:____________ 


